wide enough.
McKay suggested that "G4 don't make connections-they are retreading the same old This suppression produces the post-colonial cringe where we remain dependent upon the metropolis but at the very same time despise this dependence. This ambivalence about the metropolis is the colonial condition. The bogey of the international has its own little history here.
International architecture was the world professed by Charles Light and Cyril Knight, who came from the metropolitan arena to the Auckland University School of Architecture and who, the mythology goes, suppressed members of "The Group" following their attempts as students to unseat Light. But it isn't that simple because Light didn't seem to support the refugee modernists and internationalists either. The suppression of The Group has perhaps led to the suppression now by The Group's descendants who made up the discussion panel. (More research to be done.)
The discussion evening was characterised by a mean spiritedness that was described by Schultz as notably absent from the exhibition and catalogue," ... where writers no longer labour at the task of self-promotion but work to deepen and enrich the exhibition's detail." 7 The panel did not subject the exhibition or the catalogue to any examination. Instead discussion was in absentia-about what wasn't done. This seemed to lead to the old idea that Auckland is interesting because of what it isn't. That Auckland is characterised by lack is not a new notion, and Light himself once proposed that the Auckland School didn't have any ideology. The right wing namesake of the round table also claims to be free of ideology and it might be suggested that both groups are involved in promoting self interest in the guise of discussion and suppressing other points of view.
Perhaps what is being suppressed is work? The suppression is about the work of others, whether it is the mounting of the exhibition by G4, the academic work of the catalogue, design work by local architects or commentary and criticism such as McKay's. Intellectual architectural work is not taken seriously. There is no critical environment that supports and challenges the work of the best architects. At the "Derrida Downunder" conference at Auckland University a few days later, Stephen Turner spoke of the impossibility of making theory in peripheral nonmetropolitan space.
However to claim that this is a totally New Zealand condition is to fall into the very hole that the panel dug for themselves. The same dismissive behaviour can be observed in New York (where there is perhaps more passion because the stakes are higher), and it has been noted in Japan that Japanese architects (for example Tange and Isozaki) are ignored locally when they become international figures. Nevertheless local criticism has a certain lack of generosity and ad hominem argument that some have blamed on the Auckland University School of Architecture.
McKay suggests that the exhibition catalogue provides material for an assessment of the Auckland School to be written. Certainly this author is far too implicated to make any evaluation. Two observations can perhaps be permitted. Firstly, that everyone who spoke on the evening was a graduate of the Auckland School; and secondly, during much of the period in question this was the only School of Architecture in the country. We teachers in the school hear all sorts of versions about whether the school is the best or worst in the University, New Zealand, or the world. 8 What we suspect that it hovers closer to the middle of this continuum than most critics acknowledge and this very mediocrity is a hazard seldom discussed. This exhibition and its title opened some theoretical propositions for discussion. The house, Auckland and the scenographic have had much written about them but these issues were not theoretically examined in the catalogue. The scenographic (which has such a difficult time in architectural theory) was mentioned by Dickson when he talked about "the extraordinary scenographic achievements of Enid Blyton." 11 Schulz, citing this comment, refers to Dickson's "deft sceptical [sic] spirit, committed to both seriousness of purpose and the lightest and most personal oftouches." 12 A quality lacking in the round table discussion. 12. Schulz, 51.
